Swift™ FX Bella
Style and design with her in mind
The Swift FX Bella nasal pillows system features
the exclusive Bella loops accessory in place of
the headgear, offering an additional user-friendly
way to manage a wide range of hairstyles.
It maintains the same comfort features
of the original Swift FX for Her to offer
the quietest and most comfortable
therapy experience.

Bella loops fit comfortably
around the ears and stay
out of her hair for a more
streamlined look and feel

Dual-wall nasal pillows seal on contact for a gentle,
comfortable seal, offer a wide fit range and disperse
air gently to the nose

Size and name indicators make it
easy to identify the size as well as
the correct orientation of the mask

Soft, narrow cushion with integrated flexible
chamber makes side sleeping comfortable and
helps maintain seal during movement

“Lock and key” for easy
attachment and detachment
of headgear straps or
bella loops

Ultra-smooth 360° rotating elbow rotates with easy,
fluid movement for flexibility in tube positions

Flexible pillows with trampoline
action accommodate movement
in multiple directions while
maintaining seal. Pillow sizes
for her (XS, S and M) come
packaged with mask to fit most
female patients

Quiet vents diffuse and direct airflow quietly
away from the user and bed partner
Spring-flex lightweight tube stretches and bends
uniquely for increased stability

Swift FX Bella components
PRODUCT CODES

Pillows
61520 XS
61521 S
61522 M
61523 L1

Bella loops
accessory

Swift FX for Her
headgear assembly

61581 (1 pair)

(headgear, pink backstrap
and pink soft wraps)
61543

Complete Systems
Swift FX Bella Nasal Pillows Mask
Style

Part Number

Swift FX Bella

61560		

Includes Extra Small (XS), Small (S) and Medium (M)
pillows, Bella loops accessory, Swift FX for Her
headgear with pink backstrap and pink soft wraps.1

Reimbursement Codes
HCPCS		Code Descriptor

Frame
assembly

A7034	
Mask interface–mask or cannula,
1 per 3 months
A7033	
Pillow for use on nasal cannula
type interface–replacement,
2 pairs per month
A7035	
Headgear used with positive airway
pressure device, 1 per 6 months

(short tube, elbow
and swivel)
61528 (1)

Frame
system
(no headgear)
61510 XS
61511 S
61512 M
61513 L1

Swift FX for Her headgear
and Bella loops accessory
combo pack
61580

For details, refer to the Swift FX Bella Nasal Pillows Mask User Guide.

1 Large (L) pillows are available separately

Swift™ FX Bella
NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

Less mask. More you.

